
 THE MATEF FAIR WHERE TÜRKİYE’S DEVELOPING 

MACHINERY SECTOR WILL GAIN MORE STRENGTH WILL 

BEGIN ON JUNE 20. 

 

MATEF Manufacturing Technologies, Metal-Sheet Metal Processing Machines, Laser-

Automation - Robotic Systems, Welding and Surface Treatment Technologies, Machinery 

Equipment and Factory Equipment Fair to be held in collaboration with Tüyap Fairs and 

Exhibitions Organization Inc. and Turkish Machine Manufacturers Association (MİB) is 

prepared to open its gates at the Tüyap Fair and Congress Center on Tuesday the 20th of 

June.      

MATEF, to exhibit the state-of-the-art products and services of the machinery sector, is 

prepared to host the leading firms of the sector. The four-day fair will exhibit metal-sheet 

metal processing machines, pipe-profile bending and processing machines, laser cutting 

machines, plasma cutting machines, presses, saws, and many more.  

This fair will showcase the strength of the Turkish machinery industry 

The Fair attracts attention with an exhibitor profile of domestic machinery manufacturers 

and features Türkiye’s strength in the realm of machinery industry. The leading firms of the 

sector will directly come together with the domestic and international visitors. Professional 

visitors from 68 countries have pre-registered at the fair, where major machines in the 

sector will be exhibited.  

An intensive participation of international visitors from various countries, notably Russia, the 

Balkans, Iran, and Georgia, is expected in the fair through an international procurement 

committee supported by the Republic of Türkiye Ministry of Trade and through the foreign 

offices of Tüyap.  

A Fair stressing the importance of exports in a globalizing world   

The machinery exports in Türkiye refer to an average growth impetus of 15 percent. The 

Turkish machinery sector raises machinery exports over the global average every year and 

comes to the fore as the shining star of the national economy and exports.   

With the aim of bringing together domestic manufacturers and international visitors, MATEF 

is expected to make a major contribution to this decisive growth. A new brand of the sector, 

MATEF Fair is estimated to raise the trade volumes with the help of major international 

cooperation.  

 

The 4-day-long MATEF may be visited on 20-21-22 June at 10.00-18.00 and at 10.00-17.00  

June 23rd, the last day of the event. 

For more information regarding the Fair, please visit: https://www.mateffuari.com/  


